
$345
$405
$470
$515
$610
$740
$935$935
$1185

1114
1620
2024
2030
2436
3040
36483648
4060

$235
$285
$325
$360
$425
$515
$650$650
$825

Individual canvas prints are simple and pure, 
install easily, and have a very natural textured 
surface. Add a floating frame around the canvas 
to create an ever more distinct impression. 
Ships with hardware installed and ready to hang.

C W           { $235 to  $1185 }

e most elegant way to showcase your memories. 
Each collection is truly a work of art, providing a 
timeless centerpiece in your home. Choose from a 
variety of display sizes and arrangements. Each 
includes a wall mount guide for easy hanging.

W D         {  om $565 to $985 }

See the following pages for layout and pricing info

Home Art & Print Options

Dazzle Photography
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Nine Square - $985

Plaza - $695Showcase - $565

Summit - $975

Whirlwind - $960

e most elegant way to showcase your memories. Each collection is truly a work of art, 
providing a timeless centerpiece in your home. Choose from a variety of display sizes and 

arrangements. Each includes a wall mount guide for easy hanging.

C W D



Alo - $735Elegance - $635

Impressions - $835
Geneva - $615

Trilogy - $565Inversion - $760

Harmony - $715Blossom - $660

C W D, CDazzle Photography



1114   $114
1218   $141
1624   $195
2030   $270
3040   $576
4060   $1,065

Print your image directly on to high quality wooden boards. 
A truly unique and long-lasting way to preserve your 
photographs.
EEach PhotoBoard is printed using the highest quality 
materials and processes.  Every piece of wood is hand 
selected then specially sealed before printing.  Next, fade 
resistant UV inks are used to print the image directly onto 
the board.  Each board is then coated with a special UV 
finish to seal the image and provide further protection 
against fading.

Wood Prints

Dazzle Photography



5  7    $18
8  8   $20
8  10  $25
1114  $48

6 P G

88    $291
1212  $561
1616  $855

9 P G

88    $405
12121212  $810
1616  $1,215

Print your photos on wood with our gorgeous 
Standout Wood Prints. Your photo is printed 
directly on 1/8” birch panels then fastened to a 
3/4” wooden frame that is recessed on all 4 
edges. When hung on the wall, this creates a 
unique and stunning drop shadow effect. 
Standout Wood Prints come ready to hang 
wiwithout frames and are a lighter, affordable 
alternative to PhotoBoards.

Wood Prints are thin, 1/8” wooden 
panels that are meant to be displayed 
on a desk stand or framed.  

S W P G           

W P         

Wood Prints

Dazzle Photography
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